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http://dilbert.com/strips/comic/2011-10-

30/?CmtOrder=DateEntered&CmtDir=ASC&Page=3 



https://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/04/fashion/04curate.html?pagewanted=all 

  

http://nyti.ms/digcurator 



http://bit.ly/lizcurate 

http://www.aam-us.org/pubs/mn/newspin.cfm 



1) Acquire 
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2) Exhibit 



http://bit.ly/DigCurator 

http://www.nypl.org/blog/2011/04/04/what-digital-curator 



1) make as much of our collection available 

online as copyright law, professional ethics, 

and our budget permits 
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2) provide both contextual information and 

software tools to make our digital 

collections as useful as possible 
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3) improve methods for preserving and 

providing access to "born digital"  materials  
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traditionalists 
 wait to acquire born digital collections 

until we figure it all out  
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traditionalists 
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Proposed solutions from 

traditionalists 
 wait to acquire born digital collections 

until we figure it all out  

 require that donors give us analog copies  

 print everything.  



http://video.nytimes.com/video/2010/03/15/multimedia/1247467357139/the-

salman-rushdie-digital-archive.html 

http://nyti.ms/zvYV6J 



 A tool that compresses stacks of hard 

disk images by removing common file sets 

(such as operating systems) for storage, 

but which can re-insert that data into a 

file on request. 
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 A tool which quickly generates a stemma 

of files scattered across several disk 

images.  

 

 



 A tool that compresses stacks of hard disk 

images by removing common file sets (such 

as operating systems) for storage, but which 
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 A tool which quickly generates a stemma of 

files scattered across several disk images 

 

 A tool for reading magnetically encoded data 

off of any kind of medium no matter the size 

or shape 


